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Lovejoy convocation addresses the press at wartime

By KATE RUSSO
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By ALEXIS GRANT
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
'.'. If the United States declares war
against Iraq, members of Students,
Staff and Teachers Opposed to
Preemptive War (S.T.O.P. War) will
walk out of their classrooms and jobs
to protest. The nationwide walkout
yvill take place at noon the day after
the first military strike.
•; Hie S.T.O.P. Wir campaign was
founded at Colby by members of The
Movement for Social Justice. The orgaxiizers incited students at other institutions to organize their own walkouts.
The campaign has grown to include
Amherst,
Bates,
Bowdoin,
Connecticut
College,
Cornell,
Haverford, Middlebury, Mount
Holyoke, Santa Cruz, several
University of Maine campuses,
Wesleyan, Williams and Xavier
University.
"[The walkout] is a political, symbolic act that shows that 'we don't
agree with tlie motives-behind Bush
going to war on Iraq," Maia
Campoamor '03, a S.T.O.P. War member, said. "It shows that the war isn't
being fought in our names, because
there are people who don't agree with
it But ifs not just a walkout of resistance and anger—we're encouraging
kids to gather in a positive atmosContinued on Page 2
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The maintenance of a free press is
crucial to the maintenance of
democracy, and good journalists
ensure the free press continues to
keep people informed and free.
Daniel Pearl, who was murdered
by terrorists in Pakistan while
researching a story this past year,
was one such journalist. For his
courage and honor, Colby elected to
honor Pearl posthumously with the
50th Elijah Parish Lovejoy Award,
Nov. 13.
The award is given annually to
an American journalist who best
embodies the crusading spirit of
Lovejoy and his courage and honor
in fighting for abolition. Tamara
Pearl, Daniel's sister, and his . Wall
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Tamara Pearl accepts Lovejoy
award on brother 's behalf .

j r j p In this war we
M have to have
an inordinate
amount of trust in
p eop le. We have to
trust the Penta gon is
telling us the whole
truth, sup ^w
<*&«&
p osedly.
— Noreen Amhed-Ullah
Chicago Tribune journalis t

Street J ournal colleague Garry Putka,
accepted the award.
Pearl was an obvious decision for
the award this year, selection committee member and former Boston
Globe editor Mathew V.Storin said.
"Your passion and commitment
for the truth, your abiding search for
knowledge, your courage in the pursuit of understanding; your exemplary humanity . earned you the
respect and gratitude of your
nation," Colby College President
William D. Adams said of Pearl.
This was the second award given
posthumously. Normally,the recipient gives a speech, but this year a
panel of distinguished jou rnalists
led a discussion on the perils of
reporting during wartime.
The panelists were: syndicated
columnist and 1990 Lovejoy honoree
David Broder from The Washington
Pos t; retired New York limes columnist and 1983 Lovejoy honoree
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Anthony Lewis; Director of the
Committee to Protect Journalists
Ann Cooper and staff reporter for
the Chicago Tribune Noreen AhmedUllah, who reported from Pakistan
and Af ghanistan during the war.
Each panelist brought a unique
perspective about wartime journalism. Ahmed-Ullah spoke about her
experience .
reporting
from

Af ghanistan. According .to AhmedUllah, who followed leads all over
Af ghanistan, the most difficult part
of her job was sorting out the truth.
"In this war we have to have an
inordinate amount of trust in people, We have to trust the Pentagon
for telling us the whole truth, supposedly. We have to trust signs, drivers and virtual strangers to protect

us in areas where we were unfamiliar with and trust that our transja-;
tors were translating properly."
Cooper spoke of a devastating
statistical reality that all journalists
who report overseas in wartime
must inevitably face. Each year there
are over 500 attacks on the press
Continued on Page 2
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with antiquated card catalog
Students unaware of valuable resources

By JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
EDITOR IN CHIEF
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Lovejoy panelists (left to right) David Broder, Ann Cooper, Anthony Lewis and Noreen Ahmed-Ullah.'
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Most students don't know it, but
in Miller Library there are unpublished
letters
from
Ernest
Hemingway, correspondence from
Elijah Parish Lovejoy and one of the
largest Thomas Hardy collections in
the United States. Students don't
know about these resources because
much of the material in special collections is not
included in' the
online library catalog.
Records
of
unpublished correspondence
and
memoirs are kept
in an antiquated
card catalog system, the last of its
kind in the library.
Efforts are being
made to catalog
the material within the next year,
Director of Special Collections
Patricia Burdick said, but it will be
very time-consuming. Cataloging
the collections not only requ i res
entering all the bibliographical data
ab out the material , but also verifying
the material is still in the library
stacks, Burdick said. '
Lack of funds is not the reason
items have not been cataloged. The
Healy Endowment, part of the James

Augustine Healy Collection, annually provides $7,000 to purchase new
items for the collections, and' each
year Burdick receives $2000 ifrom the
College for other acquisitions. A supplies account pays for conservation
and restoration projects.
"There are so many resources
available to do work," Burdick said.
"We have a regular bu dget, ifs a
wonderful thing."
Burdick. and her staff just don't
h ave " the time.
Currently, special
collections employs
six student workers. These students
are busy restor ing
and conserving the
books and other
material' the library
has a n d acqu ires, so
they h ave li ttl e tim e
to catalog the collections, One student worker, however, is organizing the Elijah Parish
Lovejoy collection , which contains a
number of his letters and unpublished manuscripts.
A number of history nnd Engli sh
classes use the collections throughout the year, but few students or fac-
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Students don't know
about these resources
because much of the
material in sp ecial
collectionsis not
included in the online
library catalog.

ulty

avail

themselves

of

six inches of snow

throug hout the night
Sunday, Nov. 17, the

campus was covered

with a fresh white blanket. Warmer tempera "

tures during the week
melted some of the

snoiv, hut students still
had plenty to construct ;
this phantasm.
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the

resources housed in special collections and only two or three outside

Continued on Page 3

Multicultural housing proposal in the works for College Affair s Committee li
By KATE RUSSO

NEWS EDITOR
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Multicultural housing is a ' conlrovc.8i.il issue on comp iis. Much
of the controversy exists because
students do not have a concrete
understanding of What multicultural housing at Colby should be.
At its Nov. 7 meeting, Presidents '
Council had difficulty voting on n
multicultural housing motion
because it wns unclear what representatives were voting for,
Further discussion about what
multicultural housing is and what
it would mean for Colby took

place Nov. 19, nt a "Town
Meeting " in the Pugh Center.
After hear i ng fr om a group of panelists, the audience gathered into
groups to talk about multicultura l
housing.

The College Affairs Committee

is set to review a multicultural
housing
proposal
Doc. • 2,
Administrative Vice President
Avnic Yasinski said at the meeting.
The language of the proposal has
not been finalized.
Yasinski said tho administration does not hove on official view
of multicultural housing.
"There ore lots of opinions,

each person Is still evolving, " he
said.
, Yasinski presented a brief history of movements by past students
for multicultural housing. Vice
President of Student Affairs an d
Dean of Students Janice Kassman
spoke about fraternity and sorority life at Colby, and two students
discussed tho concept of "theme "
and multicultural housing at
NESCAC schools such as Amherst
and Wesleyan whore these typos
of housing - arc considered to be
successful,
Assistant Profossor of Education
and Human Development and the

Co-chair of the race and racism

committee Karen Barnhar d t spoke

about
micro-aggressions.
BanVhnvd t def ined micro-aggressions as "the casiyil and hard to
prove acts of discrimination that
arc felt by the recipient, but may
not bo significant enough to be
recognized as hurtfu l by the- perpetrator."
» Earnhardt said she speaks to 20
or 25 students each year who feel
unsafe on campus , Onl y between
a one-third and one-fourth of students who feel unsafe actuall y
report It to faculty or administration/she said. .

Community members weue
given a chance to speak after !a
bri ef brainstorming session, Tlio
majority agreed that having aim
dents feel safe on campus wag .^
goal worth shooting for but were
*i
uncertain how to proceed.
Associate Dean of Residential

Life Ron Hammond encouraged

students to report micro-aggressions to the Dean of Students
Office ond said that he would
moke himself available to work
out the logistics of multicultural
housing with students thnt wore
interested.
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, „ Th e Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby
.College on Thursday of each week the College is in session.
'.' / ' [
.
Letters
' ',' Th e Ech o encourages letters fr om its readers, especially those within the
' 'immediate community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to
' a current issue or topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for pub. 'licatibn the same week. Letters should be typed and must be signed and include
-\ , nan address or phone number. The Echo will not, under any circumstances, print
an unsigned letter.
•
• If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on
•• 3.5" disk or via e-mail at echo@colby.edu. The Echo reserves the right to edit all
' ''submissions.
- '•"
Editorials
The Editorials are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in the
individual columns, advertising and featu res are those of th e au th or, n ot of th e
.: '. Echo.
ContactUs
... .i
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an
. 'article, please call us at (207)872-3349 or ext. 3349 on campus.
~„ .', For questions'about advertising and bu siness issu es, please call (207)872\ 3786. e-mail echo@colby.edu. or fax (207^872-3555.
' ;.

echo@colby.edu

207 • 872*3349

LOVEJOYs Colby community

honors Pearl posthumously
Continued from Page 1
.worldwide. In the past 10 years, 389
-attacks have resulted in death.
During the War on Terror "journalists were actually dying at a much
.tfaster rate than U.S. soldiers. When
•jo urnalists are killed, it is rare for
.their killers to be brought to jusi tice," Cooper said.
•« . Several news organizations now
..tain foreign correspondents on
-.what to do in situations of capture
and nuclear warfare, Cooper said.
Lewis addressed journalists'
need to speak out for injustice on
their own soil. It is imperative to
"keep count of what the government has done and is doing^"
"Our job as journalists is to shed
light—that is our business," Lewis
said.
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Garry Putka reminisces about
Daniel Pearl.

""New online directory positively received" in the Nov. 14 issue
of the Echo was written by Katie Fuller not Katie Hamm.
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Fresh Eclectic Cuisine

. Serving Lunch & Dinner

Monday- Saturday 11:00am to 9:30pm. Brunch on Saturday.

•••••••••••••

Jobi Culver & Tanya Chasse

137 Main Street
Waterville, ME

thebreadbox@airolinK.net
Also av ail ab le fo r Cate r i ng
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[ CLASSY LIMP & SHUTTLE
Colby's preferred transit provider
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Center to the following airports:
Portland, Manchester, Logan, Portsmouth
-and- South Station
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800-499-0663 to make
your reservation.Ask
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about our special rates.
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¦ Beaujolais Nouveau arrives
today , Thursday, Nov. 21st!
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Wo now have the largest selection of domestic nnd
import beers in Central Mnine
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Five Colby students traveled to
Fort Benning, Ga. with hundreds
of other citizens this past weekend, Nov. 15-17, to protest the
School of the Americas, which
trains Latin American troops in
combat tactics.
The protesters were objecting to
the guerrilla tactics that troops are
taught at the SOA and to the mass
killing that happens at the soldiers' hands once they return to
their home nations.
Jacoby Ballard '03, Josh Garfein
'03, Lindsey Mahoney '03, Conor
Gleason '05 and Laura Snider '06
made the trek south this year.
"Overall, the protest was beautiful," Ballard said. "I went last
year as well, and this year there
was noticeably more racial arid age
diversity, which was great to see."
Ballard said that a large portion
of the protest, which is entirely
non-violent, is a vigil in which the
names of victims of the graduates
of the SOA are announced.
"The vigil is eerie. I really felt
the presence of my Latino brothers
and sisters who died at the hands
of SOA graduates," Ballard said.
"This is refusing to allow these victims to be erased—it is honoring
their lives and showing solidarity
across borders."
"The power and intensity of the
SOA march and vigil is always
something that brings me strong

V

This week, m a naging ed itor
Suzanne Skinner chatted with Grace
Elkins, a manager at Papa J ohn 's on
Memoria l Drive in
Kennedy
Waterville.
Born: June 6, 1959 in Ellsworth, Me.
Education: Management courses at
different military bases.
Suzanne: When did you start working at Papa Johns?
Grace: Two years ago.
S: Where else have you worked?
G: I worked for a pizza competitor
for nine years. I like working at
Papa Johns much better. The product quality and the company in general is much more supportive.
S: Why did you come to Papa Johns
in the first place?
G: I wasn't happy in the job that I
had and Papa Johns had an opening, so I came'to work here.
S: What is your role at Papa Johns?
G: I am a working manag er; I make
the product, I work the phones and
if necessary I will deliver.
S: What's your favorite job?
G: Making the product.
S: There are a lot of pizza businesses in Waterville. Is there a lot of
competition between businesses, or
d oes each compa ny hav e i ts own
niche within the community?
G: I th ink each company has foun d
their own niche. I think there is
enou gh business out there for
everyone. And I think our product
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Five Colby Students traveled to Fort Benning, Ga. to p rotest School of the Americas.
emotions," Gleason said. "I. feel
like as citizens of the USA we
should use and act upon our right
to put our fists in the air and cry
out for those who can't/'
This year security checkpoints
were erected outside Fort Benning
by the Columbus, Ga. police, and
protesters were forced to submit to

a metal-detector-wand search,
Ballard said. :
"This search meant that the protesters, who were simply legally
occupying public space, could
bring some things in, but a number
of political objects; like Coffins and
crosses were not: permitted,"
Ballard said. "This represents the

criminalization of dissent, for suchlj
action attempts to shut down the -'
¦• ' - J
protest."
•'
Ballard said most protesters ^
objected vocally to the search, and :
some walked through the checkpoint without being searched arid '
were arrested. No Colby students '
•'- "
were arrested.

Papa John's
j p g Sometimes
*
late night on
the weekends its
really crazy, we
quote [students] ,
and givethem as an
app roximate time as
we can.

^^
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— Grace Elkins
Papa John's Manager
speaks for itself as far as what they
would prefer.
S: How long has Papa Johns been in
Waterville?
G: A little over two years.
S: Was it difficult to integrate yourself into the community?
G: No. We just came in and a lot of
p eople wanted to try a new product, so we had booming business
ri ght from the , start.
S: How much business do you get
from Colby students?
G: We get an extreme amount of
business on the weekends from
Colby children. It's great; they 're all
pretty awesome kids.
S: Do you have any crazy stories
from delivering pizza?
G: Not really.We have a pretty good
rapport witli the children on Colby.
S: Do you notice when school's not
in session?
G: When school's not in session,
late night is a little slower.
Normally, we have a pretty good
late night from Colby; all of them
like to eat pizza.

1
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Grace Elkins, a manager at Papa J ohn's pizza in Waterville. . ^- «

S: Supposedly there have been
times when Papa Johns -,did not
deliver ordered pizza. Do you know
anything about that?
G: No. We try our best to get there
in a timely manner. Sometimes late
night on the weekends it's\really
cra zy, we quote them, give them an
approximate time as we can. I don't
know of any instance where pizza
has not shown up, but I know
there's been an instance where< it's
been a little timely with them getting the product.
S: Are Colby students ever rude to
the delivery people?
G: Not really. We've had little comments, where they're not h appy and
we try to appease them and give
them what we can for a repla cement
product or another pizza an other

time if there not happy with the sexvj *
vice because we want them to ¦be*/
. . ¦¦;•;
happy .
S: What made you decide to be part - .
of the Mule Card?
"
G: Chris talked to me about thet;
¦
Mule Card and I thought it was «&>
wonderful idea and it also helps the*'«
scholarship program at the College,"'
S: Have you noticed increased busiY
ness since the Mule Card was pujy '
¦ ¦;
;•
into effect?
.
G:I think we are'doing more pizzas^ ;
because they want that second?*
pizza because they're free. I'vCnoticed we've gotten a lot morc£ .
double pizza orders from Colby,.;-"
than we have in the past. Ifs helpC;
ing as far as more people are going£;
to order i f th ey 're going to get f£<
.'*product for free,

S.T.O.P-: Colby students p lan to part icipa te in nation-widep r otest £
Continued fr omPa ge 1
ph ere that won't promote anger or
revenge and instead lo join together
for peace arid hope. Whatever your
opinion is on the war, kids from campuses across the country can act in solidarity and see that there are other
people who want a future without
war,"
A teach-in, video showing and
other activities will follow the walkout, if it takes place. The group plans
to distribute ribbons that students can
wear to sign i fy lhat.they oppose intervention , and a pled ge will circulate,
urging students not 10 fill up car gna
tanks for a week to illustrate the roloof
oil in the United States' war with Iraq.
"Though a spontaneous walkout
the minute war is declared is of course

_r _ *

appealing in its immediacy, the consensus among our coalition is that
events must b e planned for the day of
the walkout so as not to give the
appearance that all are walking out
and hea d ing home to watch TV,"
Susan Ellsworth '03, a leader of the
anti-war campaign, said.
Colby students, faculty and staff
will speak ab out our nation 's military
actions and hold an open forum. Tlie
campaign is still in tho process of being
organized , so exactly who will speak
has yet to be confirm ed, Father Philip
TVacy, the Catholic chaplain, is one
possibility. Later, a candlelig ht vigil
will take place on the steps of Miller
Library, followed by a dru m circle.
"We are assuming that a lot of this
will be shored up at the eleventh
hour," Ellsworth said, "but that is sim-

Open Sun.-Wed. until 9 p.m., Thurs, until
10 P- m '» Fr-« & Sat. until midnight
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By EMMA McCANDLESS
FEATURES EDITOR
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CORRECTION:

:

Golby students protest School of the America^

ply the nature of the situation."
The members of S.T.O.P. War
emphasized that it is under the present
circumstances that thoy oppose war.
"We hope to keep a dialog going
amongst colleges on-board, as tho situat i on and dynamic of this war aro
always chang i ng," Ellsworth said,
The group's mission, according to
their
Web
site
(www.theoutbreak.com), "is to better
enable the community to make decisions regarding tlie necessity and
validity of war." Other efforts by the
coalition to inform the Colby community about the issue have included distributing "War in Iraq?" packets, sponsoring video showings about Iraq,
bringing Tom Jackson, director of the
film "Greetings from Missile Street," to
speak on campus nnd encouraging

/5 a p oliticalS;
?
symbolic act that i$
shows that we don't *; *
agree with the
;.;:
motives behind Bush:*:
•¦'." ..&£
goiimto war
in Ira q.
JJ t%
«• ..
¦ '

.
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— Maia Campoamor '0S£

sfco.P War memb$j

students to ^call the White House.jj$<
voice their opinions. The coalition hnj f,
also attended anti-war ' rallies - 'irt;
•* •>*
Augusta nnd Portland.
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Musicians Wanted!

' boutique
H J l Women's Clothing andrftccesm rm
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H Eileen Fisher, Sigrid Olsen, Carol Anderson HmH
M
and more.Petiteand ladiessizes available. H9H
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Colby alum seeks string duo , trio or quartet to£
perform a classical concert in Downcast Maine£
on a Saturday evening in January orlFebruary.'J
:*:
String musicians only, please,. ¦
',v
Contact Chip Gavin at | ;|:
207.853.2922 or chipgaviri @alum.c6lby.edu |:
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As of Nov. 15, approximately 46
rceht of the student body had
spe'nded to Colby's new Social
fi_ r Survey. How students
sponded to the survey will dicte .how social life at Colby devel>s in the next several years.
)K.ark Freeman, director of
and assesss^itutional research
ed will start looking at the data
and hopes to
Tcbid-December
to the
community
le^ e a report
.ragtime in the spring, he said.
When analyzing the data,
•ejTihan will look for trends con'_ Jiihg gender and ethnic differites. International student par-

j fjgr This inf ormation will
shap e many of the
decisions we make in
the f uture about
social lif e.
<mm

Surprenant '05, said.
"This meets the expected rate
of response," Freeman said.
Students did encounter some
technical problems getting '. into
the survey, Freeman said, but he
was able to fix many of them.
"Overall, it's a very small
minority with problems, but we're
happy with the results," Freeman
said.
This survey .will be the longest
Kassman
Janice
—
of the year, Freeman said. The
Dean of Students upcoming diversity survey in the
spring will be significantly shorter
important, especially after exam- and more specific.
ining surveys of this nature on the
"The social life survey is longer
Health y Campus Committee to because it is the first one of its
address smoking at Colby," Mary . kind," Freeman said.
Low ¦ Hall
president .. Chris

ticipation will also be investigated, he said.
"This information will shape
many of the decisions we make in
the future about social life," Vice
President for Student Affairs and
Dean of Students Janice Kassman
said.
."Once we look at the data and
get a sense of where there is the
least satisfaction , we will focus on
it more closely," Freeman said.
Student leaders encouraged
others to take the survey because,
of the implications it will have for
the future of the College.
"I filled out the survey and
encouraged my dorm to as well
even though I know they are very
busy. The results of this survey are

JU?

IfPEfelAL COLLECTIONS;-' Burdick hopes to
mke collection more accessible to students

G oiMi^lHr

Sktinu ed from Page 1

searches come a month, Burdick
tidi .Over the summer several
diolars used the Vernon Lee colction and others studied the
dwin Arlington Robinson letters,
ilidick said she would be happy if
3 students used the collection each
J^ek, but right now she averages
pS-r
I Tjie College was given a grant
[ pjit manuscripts from the Edwin
.rlingtori Robinson collection onto
licrofilm and descriptions of other
_"llections are listed on the special
j llections Web site, but many of
ie page's hyperlinks do not funcon properly.
I Miller Library is running out of
nfelf space and special collections
. Ypo. Books from the regular
tacks can be transported to offampus storage facilities with relave ease, but Burdick is reticent to
end special collections material to
iinilar facilities for safety reasons,
ft e .aid.
; The collections are currentl y
tored in the Robinson room, on
he second floor of the library and
n the basement, but as space gets
ighj er Burdick has been forced to
ise the north attic of the library
_ arge fluctuations in temperature
nake the attic unfit for some of the
lelicate manuscripts in the collecions, Burdick said.
. ''I want to get this up and
;oing," Burdick said of the cataogi'ng process; "the more info we
.rovide up front, the more students would know what we have."
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l „ We're .vyillttig $& bet that all
j ltiis snow is' getting you in the
Christmas^ spirit Lucky for you,
Friday, Nov 29 is Touch of
Gauntry's Electric Christmas
Parade right here in lovely
downtown Waterville. Touch of
Country,a local band, is hosting
the parade, which will loop
Main Street, Spring Street and
Elm Street, starting and ending
at the; Health Reach Building. So
come back to school early and
wear your Waterville pride.

Professor McArthur named
Gliairman of Overseers
By KATIE HAMM
STAFF WRITER

Christian A. Johnson Professor
of Integrative Liberal Learning
Robert McArthur was, recently
named Chairman of the Board of
Overseers of the Bar for the State
of Maine. As chair, McArthur
helps to control the , conduct of
lawyers by enforcing the Maine
Bar Rules, which protect the public and the courts from irresponsible and negligent lawyers.
McArthur has been a member
of the Board for four years and
was named chairman on Nov. 1.
He will be chairman until Nov. 1,
2003, and his membership will last
until 2004.
McArthur is now responsible
for "all issues concerning the bar,
including bar rules, grievances
and commissions," he said.
"It's not only interesting, but I
also get to learn about the way the
law actually functions," McArthur
said.
It acts as a licensing, regulatory
and grievance bod y for lawyers
practicing in Maine.
The Board consists of nine peop le appointed by the State
Supreme Court, six of whom are
lawyers and three of whom are
public members. They meet every
month in Augusta.
The Board is "completely volunta ry," McArthur said. "It's just
a service to the legal profession in
Maine."
Prior to his membership on the
Board of Overseers of the Bar,
McArthur was involved in the
State of Maine Commission for
Legislative Ethics and Practices,
which oversees elections, and

DEBORAH DOBERNE/THE COLBY ECHO

Professor Robert McArthur

S^S, its not only
interesting,
but I also getto
learn about the
way the law actually f unctions.

JJ

— Robert McArthur
Professor of Philosophy
campaign spending and acts as an
ethics advisory. McArthur served
as Chairman of that commission
for two terms.
McArthur, who teaches a philosophy of law course at Colby,
"once considered a career in law,
but I decided to turn towards philosophy," he said.

Amn&siy International - .-inspired r

after attending regional meeting

By EMMA McCANDLESS
FEATURES EDITOR
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A close look 'it the 16th century manuscri p ts in sp ecial collections.
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— Laura Olenick '04
Amnesty Intl. Member

Choephel, a Tibetan, studied at
Middlebury College and was
imprisoned during a trip back to
Tibet while gathering material for a

'1

film documentary on traditional
Tibetan music, Bernier said.
"It was especially interesting to
learn that he was a student at
Middlebury, a school that Colby is
very connected to," Bernier said.
Numerous workshops were also
offered for those who attended the
conference.
"There were so many workshops, we couldn't go to all of
them," Olenick said. Some workshops that the Colby , students
attended included topics such as
"Beyond Letter-Writing: Ideas for
Action," "Organizing Successful
Events" and "Human Rights in
South Asia."
"We came away with tons of
suggestions to make our campaigns
more effective and to help educate
more people about human ri ghts
abuses," Bernier said.

EAT IN OR
TAKE OUT
MON - FRI
SATURDAY

®

SUNDAY

98 COLLEGE AVE. WATERVHJLE , ME

861-8895

Directions: Take Mayflower Hill Drive toward Maine General, 'Me left onto
Eustis Dr. to light. Go straight through light and keep straight until College Ave,
Take left nnd Pad Thni is npprox 1/8 mi on left.
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I \ Tbc|l, Japanese, Korea n ar>4 Vietnamese Cuisine 1
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The opportunity to hear from
human rights activists and from
people who have benefited from the
efforts of Amnesty International has
inspired Colby's own chapter to
help others with greater determination and vigor.
Three Colby students recently
attended the annual Northeast
regional conference for Amnesty
International USA. Laura Olenick
'04, Emily Bernier '04 and Osman
Haneef '05 represented the Colby
chapter of Amnesty at the Nov. 9-10
conference at Boston University.
"We were inspired by speakers,
enli ghtened by workshops and
wowed by the sheer number of
human rights activists," Olenick
said.
"The conference gave us a
chance to bounce ideas off of other
students and adults involved in
Amnesty," Bernier said.
The highlight of the conference
was the keynote address delivered
by Colby's 2002 Oak Fellow, Ushari
Mahmud, who spoke about the
power of language in human ri ghts
work.
"It is important to understand
how euphemisms and word choice
can either entice or discourage people and governments from taking a
stand against human rights violations," Mahmud told the gathering.
"We were so excited that Colby
w a s the reason why this phenomenal activist was able to attend this
huma n rights conference," Olenick
snid.
N gawang Choephel, who came
to the conference to thank Amnesty
for helping to free him after five
years detention in China was another memorable speaker, according to
Bernier,

g *j p We were
inspir ed hy
the speakers ,
enlightened by the
worksho ps and
wowed by the sheer
num ber of h uman
rights activ-
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J
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Bartender Trainees
Needed
•$250 a day potential
'Local positions

1-800-293-3985 ext . 777

Here 's What's Pla yin g Fr ida y, Nov, 22
through Tuesday, Nov. 26
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Editorials
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Keep SGA for the Students

Echo and journalism
I am one of the four organizers of
Colby Coming Out Week, a project
born
of
Professor
Margaret
McFadden's "Alternative Popular
Cultures" class,AM 376, and not part
of any "National Coming Out Week,"
as was a popular misconception. No
such nationally recognized week
exists, and though perhaps it should,
that's another matter.
I was initially disheartened by the
lack of coverage of Coming Out
Week. On Oct. 24, the day before the
Trustees' weekend visit, the Echo featured an above-the-fold front-page
article about the drive for a Queer
Studies minor. I assumed this to be
indicative of the interest the Echo
would have in reporting our week's
events (Oct. 25 - Nov. I). To date, the
only official notice paid was a barely
intelligible comic strip, mocking the
sidewalk chalkings (Oct 31).
We went into this project to raise
awareness and visibility of the queer
community in a positive way, and
perhaps spark dialogue on campus.
Our . message has even reached
beyond Mayflower Hill, spurring
Maine radio to comment on Colby's
queer "hyper liberalism." We are
proud of our results.
Does it say something about die
Echo that Maine radio paid more
attention? Beyond queer issues
specifically, how committed to journalism in general is the Echo? Given
"Beer Die Rules" and the latest spate
of "stories" about ugly art, fornicating and yummy cookies, I cannot see
the campus community viewing the
Echo as a bastion of journalistic dignity. Getting an article published on

Associate Dean of Student Activities Lisa Hallen overstepped her
bounds at tlie last meeting of Presidents' Council. During the
meeting Hallen used her influence to convince others to avoid
tabling a motion and even went so far as to present her personal opinions
to the Council.
Presidents' Council is intended to be an arena where elected representatives can speak and vote on issues of student concern, but Hallen was
never elected. By virtue of her role in the Student Activities Office, Hallen
is in a unique position to advise members of SGA, but that is where her
role should end.
It is distressing that an administrator is allowed to speak when and
how she wishes in our government. Hallen is an ex officio member of
SGA, which means that she has all the privileges of being an SGA member
except she cannot vote. This is incongruous with the mission of student
government.
While members of SGA change annually, Hallen has served on
Presidents' Council for years and has a good sense of history and precedent. Being an administrator, she has access to information that may otherwise be unavailable to SGA. For these reasons Hallen is a good resource
for SGA and should be.consul.ed frequently.But Hallen's authority within SGA should be limited and Council members should have to cede time
to Hallen just like any other 'community member.;;
Hallen takes full advantage of her ex officio position, speaking at length
about issues such as, most recently, Peter Brush's multicultural housing
motion.
Hallen is a helpful advisor to SGA, but she is not an elected official and
therefore does not represent the student body.A modified form of Robert's
Rules of Order should apply to Hallen just as they do lo' other community
members.
l!
7
, Yj
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Student government is for the students.

Evaluations should be made public
I

new Student Government Association evaluations are a
The
good way to hold dorm presidents and SGA executives
accountable. The evaluations will help members of SGA better
represent their constituents. This sort of transparency will hopefully
generate greater student involvement and should bejbome the norm.
To let students know how their peers view their representatives,
the anonymous evaluations should be part of public record. Students
should know how elected representatives from other dorms are faring
so that they can draw comparisons between different representatives
and determine who the good dorm presidents are. |
Making1 the evaluations public will generate conversation about
dorm presidents and SGA executives among the student body.
Conversation among students about their representatives will
undoubtedly lead to constructive criticism
and hopefull y a better
¦
SGA.
j .
Drawing comparisons between head resident evaluations, which
are private, and SGA evaluations misses the point that SGA representatives are elected public officials. All SGA documents, particularly
evaluations, should be public domain largely because SGA should
have nothing to hide.

-

just about anything doesn't appear to
be any great feat. Make no mistake
about it. Choosing not to voice an
opinion in print in no way implies a
lack of commitment or importance,
as the editors suggested on Nov. 7.
Though I read the Echo weekly,for
better or worse, I'm not part of a
"captive audience." Like deleting the
Digest/ if someone doesn't want to
read the Echo, she can simply put it
aside. No one is forced to read it.
In light of all this, I realize the
irony of my writing in the first place.
Call me a cock-eyed optimist conducting a social experiment.
Also noteworthy, there was an
open
Multicultural
Affairs
Committee meeting on Tuesday Nov.
12, in the Pugh Center, specifically
addressing the queer studies question. About 50 people, faculty, staff
and mostly students, were present
for the discussion.
Perhaps people do care after all,
contrary to the opinion put forth by
the Echo.
Andre Pilon '03

Life after Colby
Having graduated in the spring of
2002, I am writing to you firsthand
about Me af ter Colby, something I
hope would be of extreme interest to
the college community.
After examining Colby's latest
Strategic Plan, I am not convinced
that the initiatives are focused clearly
enough on what Colby needs to
make its educational experience
more effective. I feel strongly that the
principal gap in my education . was
the lack of mental and practical
preparation for the ineluctable job

market following graduation. While
at Colby, I earned the honors of
Summa cum Laude and Phi Beta
Kappa, yet I have spent the last 5
months in an unemployed smog of
conflicting ideologies.
Colby gives.its students the coveted privilege of studying academics in
great depth, for the pure wonder and
challenge of the subject. Professors at
Colby have the ability to engage students with such.a passion that the
here-arid-now of the classroom can
very much become a student's reality.
The comprehensive design is such
that the student must embrace this
passion in many diverse subject
areas. This premium placed on diversity of ideas and perspectives is one
of the most important lessons learned
at Colby. The view.of the world as
limitless, creative and beautiful is pur
liberal arts view. I know that the
exquisiteness of humanity and the
marvel of the world will continue to
enrich my life eternally.
While I strongly believe the ideas
espoused in the previous paragraph,
its lofty intellectualism is a clear
example of the ideological smog
mentioned earlier. The smog develops when one is no longer in the
Colby world—the subsidized, liberal
arts world. I can honestly say that my
Colby education was so here-andnow, so intellectualized, that I gave
no consideration to what will happen
when I am no longer a student.
Obviously,much of the lack of preparation must be attributed solely to me
and my failure to recognize the world
beyond Colby. However, if Colby's
ultimate goal is for a total, rounded
education of its students, then it
seems that a major piece of the puzzle
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is missing.
Y; };
As a student, I was lead to belieVfe
that by graduating from such a pres=
tigious institution, my diploma alone
would yield all the keys to the: world;
Sadly, just as I graduated, the Wbrlcichanged the locks on its doors: Such-a
notion seems naive and absurd to
anyone in the real world. Yes, butsl
really felt that way,and so. did manly
of my Colby colleagues.
!'
Therefore, I believe Colby's; education could be strengthened
immensely by devoting more atten .
tion to students' preparation for life
after Colby
.
•; j|'
Professors are so wrapped up ij\
what they're teaching that few havj.
the insight to ask what you, the student, plan to do with your newly
acquired knowledge. Do you . have
plans at all? Do you know that by nqt
studying certain things you are limiting yourself in the job market? t^>
you know that there is a job market?
Do you know that in a market, there
is competition, and our country loves
a good competition?
Again, these concepts are so blatantly clear to me, no longer a student, being unemployed in "a slumpr
ing economy. But at Colby,I was simply not asked to consider any of ifras
reality,and I know that hurt me.and
'; . C";
many others.
Perhaps students could meet.with
some kind of career counselor or
mentor, early on (like first week,
freshman year) and often. SoirieoiW
who is an opposing force, if you wUl,
to the professors who are stuck;fprey,-;
er in academic, intellectual Colby
land; someone to even things out and
.. •
^.
_;
Continued on Page 6

Opinions
Heading home for the holidays? Reduce ,
Make plamf or that early high school reunion called Thanksgiving break reused
Full
recycl
el
Cybes of snow
disclosure
Pm never

going to
retire

C.W. Bassett

¦
", Yeah, well, I know. We had a dusting of snow before, kind of a foreshadowing, a token of the real thing. Those
.'of us who have cho sen t o l ive i n
^Central Maine—a glor ious place in the
summer and fall—look every year for
^
#.at presage of THINGS TO COME,
^'Ah yuh , better bring in the mountain
-b ike. Can't have rust on tlie mountain
"bike."
.' _; Tlie only objects we can legitimately allow to rust are those enormous
yubes that replaced the pretty little
jjrnssy lan dscape d peace garden that
•formerly graced the outside of the
^Colby Museum of Art, We now have
Vbuilt for these impressive cubes, at nn
expense, that must have caused the
^
jBoard of Trustees to blanch (and,
•believe you me, the Colby Board of
•trustees does not turn pale easil y) a
lerrace of tile-like stones atop a layer of
rconcrete 25 feet deep (can't let those
;cubes sink ; they 're there to rust by
¦
God).
J •
'. Perhaps we should hire a fcolb y
f
.person who will sit (in a tent In ^inter)
In the midst of tho cubes and issue bul-
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Ietins about the creeping rust on each
one. For convenience's sake, we'd call
the cubes Larry, Curly and Moe, and
this ernployee would issue reports
daily: "Looks like Moe has picked up a
16th of/an inch of rust in the upper left
quadrant on the surface facing Keyes,"
Prpud letters will go out to the
Museum of Art Board of Overseers.
"Son/of a gun, the damn things actually ni'st," they'd say. "We made a terrific buy there. Wonder which one will
cru/nble first? I got my money on
Curly." An alumni friend has suggested how less proud those Overseers
will be when—inevitably—that sevensided concrete-block wall on the lawn
will bear the letters BOWDOIN.
May be not. Those Bowdies never
pa int ed the Mule bl ack and gold, But
think of the cube observer: "Ah ,
Presi dent Ad ams, sir, Larry seems to
have been painted black and gold duri ng the night, and the rust has eaten
only half of tho vandalism. I've followed the vandals' footsteps in tlie
snow, sir, where—by the tire tracks—
they seem to have escaped in an
investment bank,"
Yeah, well, I started out with the
snow and got side tracked. You on-

campus types don't know how good
you 've got it. Colby cleans up evcry-
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be from Newton, Mass.—and who that close to in the first place.
get just as mad as I do when other
I'll probably see those people
people crack that hilarious joke too, at the, requisite Powderpuff
about 20 minutes outside of Boston. football game or that huge house
A couple of things have got me party with, still, too little beer, but
Emily Honig
thinking about this. First, of course, that's more about reminiscing about
is
Thanksgiving.
being younger,
I'm going home and We were probably
dumber and in
all
I realize that in writing this col- unlike fall break, it
high school. To
umn, I am touching upon some- will be just like high told how hard tt would be be honest, I'm
thing that is as close to taboo among school
because
more
excited
college students as anything else I everyone will be to stay in touch with our
about feeling
can think of. We all talk about how home. We'll ' all high school friends,how
like I'm at home
great college is, about how much want to go to the
again, getting to
we love it here, about how we same parties and it we would loseour best
talk about all
wouldn't ever want to be anywhere will be just as weird
the
stupid,
friends, how weird it
else. True enough; I would like to to see some of those
shady
things
stay here in no-consequences par- people as it ever would be to come home.
we used to do,
adise forever. I don't think anyone was. There are some
going to parties
ever really enters the real world wounds that never
in the same
really heal, especially when they houses where they always were and
with absolutely no reservations.
All the same, I think there is were compounded by the awk- seeing the friends who I've known
w ar d ness of ninth forever and who I still turn to when
something to be
said
f or
grade.
I ju st don't feel like talking to any...WE PEOPLE THAT UNDERWhen we were one a t Colb y,
a cknowle d ging
getting read y to
the great th ings STAND WHAT ifS LIKE TO BE
Please don't get me wrong. I love
come t o school , we th is place, I don't think I would ever
in life, present
, Mass.-and were pro bab ly all want to go back home to live. I just
and past. I miss from Newton
my
Colby who get just as mad as i do told how hard it th ink that on some level , we all
friends a lot
woul d b e to st ay in crave the stability of knowing that
touch w i th our for now, we can go home an d there
when I' m not when peoplecrack that
high
here , but I don 't
school will st i ll be peop le who know us
friends, how wo better than we know ourselves. I am
think I'm alone hilarious j o k eabout 20
in saying that minutesoutsideof boston. would lose pur aware that this column sounds like
every time a
best fr ien d s, how I' m signing a yearbook. I'm OK
b reak
rolls
weird it would b e w i th that , I guess. I'm gla d to b e
around and I'm headed homo, I to come home. I see it differentl y. I goi ng home.
jump into a flurry of IM activity, think it's more of a sifting process—
as t ime passes , the peop le I talk to
making plans to sec the peop le that
Emily Honig is the Ech o Opinions
understand exactly what it's like to less tend to be those 1 was never all
Editor.

Cont inued on Page 6
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The Blue
Light Special :
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Dawn Spinner &
Jennifer Withnell' ¦« • «

II

At Colby, you are more likely to!
admit to transmitting herpes, daric-!
ing naked at a party or stealing aft
from the Street before you fess-up'to!
dating thaf girl you were blatantly!
making-out with last Saturday!
ni ght.
. V; ¦: ;
After denyi ng your "nohexis-!
tent" six-month, two-week, threifr-J
day relationship with her, despite)
the initials tattooed on your for£-|
arm, you find yourself so exhausted;!
that it's just easier to stop dating
and relating, and just stick to forni-J
•; j
eating.
If you 're worried about your per-;
sonal tall y, there is n solution that ;
doesn't involve battery-operated ;
orgasms or local prostitutes. For,
many pe op le, sex-with-the-ex - .sj
often the only guiltless , commit*!
ment-free way to score, Instead-or
getting yourself into another whjk;
of shame situat ion , do ns the environmentalists do: reduce, reuse aril
' • ¦")
recycle.
Hypo.r_e.ic_.ll y, you broke up
Continued on Page 6
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-Vanessa Ambatielos '05, WWH
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Question
of the
' Week
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JrThis week's question:
'¦
»&.-¦

E Did y ou f ind th e
social f unctions
organized by Colby
;-this semester to be
satisfa ctory?
Responses should be sub. mitted in attachment form to
the
Echo
via
e-mail
(echb@colby.edu) no later than
Sunday at midnight for publication in the following issue.
Letters should be no longer
than 400 words.

Response to last week's:

A
.

Do you feel your
dorm president
pr op erly repre sents
yo u in SGA?

As a dorm president I felt I
had to respond to your question of the week regarding the
effectiveness of our representation. I feel that it is unfair that
students generally feel that
they are not properly repre^ sented.
As soon as our agenda is
released I send it out to my
dorm as an official e-mail. In
this e-mail and in my newsletters I encourage my constituents to tell me how they
feel about the motions , on the
agenda. Being the president of
Woodman, one of the larger
dorms on campus, you would
• think that I would receive quite
p a , . few responses about the
•motions. However, this is not
the case.
Generall y I receive one
response out of a dorm of
approximatel y 90 people. How
am I supposed to be the voice
of my dorm if I only have the
opinion of myself and one of
my constituents?
So when you ask if the students feel if we properly represent them, I would say we can
only represent our dorms if our
constituents let us know how
they want to be represented. If
our residents don't let us know
how they feel on the issues at
hand, which is usually the
case, we have no choice but to
vote for ourselves.
Matt Harrington '04

LETTERS:Career Services^
needs to be improved
'

By ANDREW RASER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When I was in kindergarten, I
was horrible at cutting and pasting. My edges were ragged—
sometimes torn—and only occasionally did I actually manage to
follow the cutout lines.
Why was I such a horrible cutter? Not because I lacked the
desire to follow the lines perfectl y,
or beca use I had to use the red
scissors, which were no good. The
classroom only had one pair of
good green scissors, one that, was
for some reason always given to
someone besides me, leaving me
and a few others to jaggedly and
inartistically cut away.
The reason I could not produce
good work, regardless of . the color
of my supplies, is because I am
left-handed. Day after day at
Colby, I go to my classes, take
notes and write essays. Then I go
back to my dorm room and finish
my homework at my desk. But
after almost every day, my left

arm is fatigued. During tests it fact that few dorms have leftsometimes cramps up, forcing me handed dormitory desks (with
to take a break from the essay and drawers on the left side instead of
stretch and relax the poor the right), and what you get is
clear discrimination against leftappendage.
banders. ; .
But the nega. As a minority ":
tive aspects are
member, why ami
more than just Colby forces me to
discriminatphysical. A lefty
right-handed being
ed , against for
writing
exten- work at
something I cansively on a ri ght- desks. ten percent of
not help? The
handed
desk
leftpopulation
is
administration
the
becomes . more
to - great
goes
and more aware
HANDED, yet few Col by lengths to inteof the pain in his
grate all minority
or her arm, and CLASSROOMS HAVE LEFTgroups on camless and less
pus, and I laud
attentive to what HANDED DESKS A VAIL
their efforts. But
he or she is writ- ABLE.
lefty needs are
ing about. Much
still not being met.
like red scissors,
ri ght-handed desks prevent me The only reasonable resolution is
to ensure 10 percent of all classfrom doing my best.
Nonetheless, Colby forces me room chairs are designed for leftto work at right-handed desks. ies and to make left-handed desks
Ten percent of the population is available in all dorms. J only hope
left-handed, yet few Colby class- that Colby can be more progresrooms have left-handed desks sive than my kindergarten.
available. Couple that, with the

RECYCLING:-No longer just f o rcans and bottles
Continued from Page 5
with your boyfriend last winter
when you both went abroad. Forget
the seven Australian surfers who
kept moaning "mate" instead of
your name and come up with some
excuse to be alone with your pasty,
beer-bellied, American ex. Most likely that won't even be necessary; a
kegerator and a Beer Die tournament will work just as well by Colby
standards.
Never underestimate the power
of Beast when you're trying to get
laid. Attraction is usually the sole
survivor of even the most brutal of

break-ups and the fact that you went
out with the person is pretty indicative of the fact that you enjoyed their
company between the sheets.
Even if you still have the scar
from when she hurled Fiestaware at
your head from across Dana on a
Monday afternoon, don't forget
about the. welts on your wrists from
that night you experimented with
her handcuffs. Even though you've
replaced the pictures of her with pictures of Heidi Klum, there's no reason not to sexile your roommate for
a
little
carnal
nostalgia.
Affectionately, this is referred to as
recycling.-

Recycling no longer pertains solely to paper goods and beer cans. The
boy you dated freshman year and
the guy you "cured" Halloween
weekend (dressed as a naughty
nurse) may seem as MIA as your virginity, but while some things can
never be regained, hook-ups are
often just a party away. Like the
tortellini that mysteriously rematerializes as tortellini soup the next day,
revisiting his room can taste just as
good the second time around .
Though his Treworgy double may
have morphed into an Alfond sixman, you'll still know your way
around his equipment.

1,
. t

Continued from Page 5
force the student to start thinking about how they're going to put food on the
table when if s not slapped on your plate by the guy at Dana.
In other words, for $37,200 plus travel expenses, I expect my alma mater to
devote more resources toward making sure its students know that Colby is a
tiny world, a preparation for the big world. Silly meetings with career services
during junior and senior year are not enough. Professors and career counselors would do their customers a great favor by making an effort to acknowledge that Colby ends after fours years, and accordingly train students for the
impending, inevitable job market that students will have to face.
David C. Hauser '02

Bring back the Serew-Your-Roommate Dance
I really just want to say something incendiary.Accordingly,I'm here to propose the reinstatement of 'screw your roommate/ Not because I want to" go,
but just because I think it's a terrible shame that it had to go.
Now before anyone's tit gets in a twist, hear me out. I'm actually going to
try to cater to everyone here. So, to all the pansies out there, put your thumbs
back in your mouths and sit down.
This is how it works: don't call it 'screw your roommate' at all. Thaf s what
pissed the pansies off in the first place (note my alliterative skills). The 'theme'
will still be tlie same: get your, roommate a date, if he or she wants to
go...roommates: if you don't want to go, say "no," because, as we all have
been brainwashed to understand: no means "I hate you and I hope you die."
Instead, we'll call it something neutral. Like the "Get Drunk and Fuck
Dance." Now hold your horses, I'm not finished. Don't storm off in a tizzy and
please, please don't drive recklessly in your Audi, evien if you're really angry.
The "Get Drunk and Fuck Dance" is exactly what the name implies. An
excuse for everyone to get drunk and fuck, which is undeniably the whole
idea behind the dance/juvenile mating ritual. However, since not everyone is
going to want to a) get drunk and / or b) fuck, we'll modif y the name again.
Now we'll call it the "Get Drunk (But Only If You Want To) And Fuck (But
Only If You Want To) Dance." In the new Colby tradition of indecipherable
acronyms for student groups, we'll just call this the "GDBOIYWTAFBOIYWTD." Now there's no pressure for anyone to do anything. Oh, damn; I
forgot...By virtue of its mere existence, the "GDBOIYWTAFBOIYWTD" pressures students to attend: there it is, so we MUST go, right? OK, I have yet
another stunning idea, just call it the "(AO)GDBOIYWTAFBOIYWTD." AO
obviously stands for "attendance optional," and, please note, I've even managed to work parentheses into the vaunted acronym tradition.
To.make the event even more poignant and heartwarming than it is clearly already going to be,I propose we begin with a candlelight vigil in honor of
my dead beagle Toby and end with tofu brownies and tofu ice cream at either
Bro's or Ron's. They can fli p for the honor.
' .
Now everyone's happy. Thank you.
Adam Birt '03

BASSETT:

Note: Tlie op inions expressed in this comic strip are those of the artist and are not necessarily shared by the Echo.
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Winter 's coming,
ready or not
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Continued from Page 5

thing for you. Not like at home when
Dad—whose back was seriously damaged in a college prank years agofsends you out to shovel the driveway,
which is part of the interstate highway
system. My driveway is small, but
promised to a neighbor who has a
snow blower that spouts snow
halfway to Skowhegan. Serves it right,
the slushy, frigid stuff.
But I can't wait for April. The blizzards are really fun in April. April 'is
when you see Colby kids—fresh and
tanned from spring break—start wearing their shorts and Bean boots to
il. ¦
prove that ifs, by God, Apr
Two apologies to conclude: Kasser
is not a dingbat; he is very smart. His
methods of instruction, however)', are
dingbatty. And a colleague who has
worked closely with Unity College
students informs me that the Unity
student body is much smarter than
your average rutabaga . Though not
the ones who once again were caught
selling weed in the dorms, The ducks
ran out of money, I guess. Say, I wonder how the ducks are doing with the
snow? Probably over rubbing it on the
cubes.
Charles Bassett is the Lee Family pr ofessor of America n siudies and english
emeritus.

PLEASE RECYCLE THIS ECHO
\fern $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFimc.ra.ser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs
5 wake fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are filling quickl y, so get with the program! It works.
t

j Eontact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraisei.coiiri
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The inaugural jam fest of the New Englan d college bands
By MELV LADERA
A&E EDITOR

An eclectic group of musicians
with var ied musical talents and
abilities strummed for a $350 prize
in the Page Commons Room Nov.
16. Despite stylistic diff erences, the
winning band was easily chosen.
The Kobayashi Trio & Guest,
from Bowdoin College, beat seven
other bands from Colby, B ates,
Bowdoin and Middlebury with
their top-notch jazz.
Eric Davich on guitar, Tom
Wright on sax and horns, Eider
Gordillo on drums and Andy
Scherzer on bass managed to maintain a pleasant balance of harmony
between their instruments. The
group performed an impressive version
of
Herbie Han cock' s
"Cantaloupe Island" and incorporated the "Sesame Street" theme
into another piece.
It was less clear who deserved
the second spot, and the vote en ded
in a three-way tie between
Anomaly, Posable Action Figu re
and Sanchez.
Anomaly, comprised of Colby
student Justin Scace '06 and his
three friends from Connecticut, Dan
Raccio, Zach Carta and Josh Vara,
won the run-off based on the

amount of applause they received songs, but it was better that they
from the audience. The band's concentrated their efforts on pervocals weren't clear enough, but fecting two original selections
their instruments had a well-round- instead of cramming several so-so
ed quality.
pieces into their time-slot, as many
Posable Action Figure, a Colby of the other bands did. The Good
band comprised of lead singer Peter Night was led by Olmstead's inspirBehravesh '06, guitarist Mike ing vocals. As one of the younger
Valkevich
'03,'
bands in die combassist
Alex Posable Action Fig ure
petition, they have
Kozen '06 and
a bright future
drummer
Leif had the most energy of
ahead of them.
Pearson '04, had
Colby favorite
night. they were
the most energy the
Harpin Wood also
th at ni ght. They assertiveand agg resput on a great
were
assertive
show. Their rendiand aggressive, sive, providin g their
tion of the Who's
providing their own p ersonal
"Pinball Wizard"
twist to
own
personal
was a crowd pleastwist to all their all their selections.
er.
cover selections.
from
Sort,
Sanchez, a Bowdoin-based band Bates, had a unique sound that was
consisting of Jordan Harrison, Tim difficult to appreciate. Consisting of
Manthien, Evan Matzen, Jamie Matt Pooley, Blake Wayman, Jeff
Salsich and James Wilkins, also h ad Bartolini and Max Butler, the group
plenty of energy. The rockers were used an organ instead of bland
all over the stage and even jumped vocals and a heavy but well-orchesinto the crowd trying to keep the trated bass-and-drum beat to proaudience involved.
duce a jazzy feel. The sound turned
The Good? Night, consisting of out to be refreshing and even playTodd Olmstead '06, Dan Eno '06, ful at times. For one of their pieces
Dan Fowler '06 and Romeo Raugei they incorporated the Peanuts
'06 was one of the few bands that theme song.
performed only ori ginal works.
Their set was short with only two
Continued on Page 8
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Ethnic Vocal Ensemble songstresses (fr om left to right)Mclntyre
'0i, Gilbert '05, Bhatnagar '06 and Oliver '04 enchant.
By ADELIN CAI
CONTRIBUTI N G WR ITER
Ethnic Vocal Ensemble is far
from your average bubble-gum
goodness a cappella group.
As an ensemble, the women of
EVE faced many problems establishing themselves as a credible
group in an environment already
full of impressive a cappella

ensembles, but their show Nov. 16
was a tribute to their strength,
directors Chyann Oliver '04 and
Betsaida Ramos '04 said.
Their impressive set proved
that they deserved a place among
Colby's traditional performers.
Instead of arranging covers by
Lilith Fair artists, the group chose
to perform songs by artists ranging from Pink ("Don't Let Me Get

Me") and Mary J. Bhge ("No More
Drama"), to Craig David
("Walking Away") an d Al icia
Keyes ("Jane Doe"). The group
also incorporated poetry about
identity and self-worth that referenced the songs they sang into
their performance. The grouping
of poetry and song made the
atmosphere thought-provoking
and political.
Each member's energy and
emotion was realized in their
singing. Solos by Oliver, Ramos,
Alex Gelbard '03 and Amina
Mclntyre '04 sparkled with clarity,
heartfelt emotion and most of all,
strength.
The,most challenging song for
the group to sing, perhaps, was
the upbeat Hindi song "Chaiya
Chaiya." Megha Kapoor '05 sang
an opening solo, bringing a
dreamlike quality to the song,
which later bloomed into a celebration of music echoed by the
rest of the ensemble. Although
many of the singers could not pronounce Hindi accurately, they
took it in stride and did the best
they could with the help of
Anuradha Bhatnagar '06, who
exuded confidence.
According to Gabriel Reyes '05,
the show was "a wonderful portrayal of the interaction of cultures
and an excellent representation of
the diversity that is here at Colby
finally finding a voice, expression,
a stage."
The show was simply "magnifique," Justin Dubois '05 said.
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Revue 8 p.m. Page
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Friday - Nov. 22

PHOTO COURTESY OF LEIF PEARSON

Peter Behravesh '06 sings at the Battle of the Bands, Nov.15.

Colby dinner theater
is a delectable dish
By CHELSEA HOFFMANN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

History was made here at Colby
College last Saturday, Nov. 16, as
Powder & Wig, the Student
Government Association treasurer
and Student Activities presented the
very first Dinner Theater with a rendition of Neil Simon's "Fools" in Cotter
Union.
Not only was the blending of culinary and dramatic arts wildly successful, but it also afforded me the opportunity to discuss two of my favorite fwords: food and funny.
,The food, for us privileged, nonbalcony folks, was a greatly appreciated departure from the monotony of
the dining hall dinner experience. The
tables were beautifully laid-out with
pitchers of water and ginger ale at the
guests' disposal.
The leafy green salad with a splash
of vinaigrette dressing was served
promptly at 5:55 p.m., followed closely
by warm rolls (with pretty flower butter) and the main course. The entree
was prosciutto and leek-stuffed chicken with a creamy herb sauce, wild rice
and asparagus buerre blanc with a
vegetarian option of smoked mozzarella ravioli with a tomato basil
sauce.
Coffee and decadent chocolate
fudge, cake followed the main course.
If your mouths aren't watering by now,
you must be dead. ,

The audience's f irst taste of comedy
for the evening came as Neil Reynolds
'03 and Adrian LaRochelle '04, both
veteran members of Colby Improv,
along with the fresh talents of Jane Lee
'06, Matthew Mitchell '06 and Stefan
Ruiz '06 performed a semi-improvised
skit of a waiter's worst nightmare.
Reynolds and Lee played parents
trying to enjoy a relaxing meal with
their "special" son, played by Mitchell,
but found themselves distracted and
disturbed by their raunchy neighbor,
LaRochelle, and his obnoxious cell
phone.
Tlie opening sketch, the premise of
which was written by Reynolds, was
pure hilarity. The slapstick, talent and
spontaneity of the piece left the audience trying to negotiate bites of food
between laughs.
The choice to perform Simon's
"Fools" as the dinner theater presentation was smart, because the humor of
the play kept the audience laughing
and involved despite the inevitable
distractions of the dinner.
Billy Twible '04 played the part of
Leon Tolchinsky,an outrageously idealistic, overzealous schoolmaster who
has come to the town of
Kulyenchikov to educate the people,
only to find that every person who
dwells within the village is stupic| as
a result of a curse placed upon the
townspeople hundreds of years ago.
Continued on Page 8
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Beer Review
Canada 's golden largess

By MELV LADERA
A&E EDITOR

Molson Canadian and Moosehcnd, Canada 's traditional golden largcrs/ duked it out In a head-tohead battle of the beers of the north ,
Brewed and bottled at Molson Breweries, Molson
Canadian Is a golden lnger with n light body, The
hops are bitter and the beer has a smooth feci going.
The Moosehcad hns a greenish tinge to its golden
color. It is also light-bodied, with a sweet malt flavor.
, This week's panel consisted of Josh "Angry "
Civlello '03, Adam Freedman '03, Peter Newberry
'03, "Slippery" Pete Nownk '03 and Tom Richardson
'03. The first beer they sampled was the Molson
\ .
Canadian.
. "Smciis pretty good, not exactly distinct but- a
dollclously deliciou s smell just tho same," Civlello

said.
"Smells like Canada—especially the
Canadian bars," Richardson said.
"Good aroma—amells like it did when I
visited the Heineken factory in
Amsterdam," Newberry said. "Barley,
hops, water—I can smell it all."
"The beer io pretty good, I don't expect
much from Canadians so I was pretty easy
to Impress—but overall it wns a pleasant
change from the hoser beers I am used to,"
Newberry said.
"[The Molson is n] silky beer, like Freedman's
chest hair," Richardson said. "I like It; not my
favorite, but definitely drinkable In all situations."
"Tasty—those Canadians know what they are
doing," Freedman said. "It makes me want to play
hockey,"
"I really like this beer despite Canadians' annoying pride In their beers," Civiejlo said, "They've actually come up with something here that's worth my
time, not like that stupid ice sport thoy Invented."
"[The Molson tastes] bitter like tho Boozehounds'
8-2 defeat at Bowdoin," Nowak said.
The Moosohead wns also well-received, but did
not have the horns to bent out the Molson.
"I love Moosehcad—it reminds me of Bullwinkle
and 'Slippery' Pete's mom," Freedman onld. ,
Tm not goi ng to He to you, It doesn't smell
tny
good—like I just dropped my third douce of the .i

and I'm running out of ammo," Civlello
said , "But it has all sorts of head, like
Freedman visually asks for with the foreign prostitutes except I'm assuming,
unlike Freedman, this beer can perform."
"Smells like the bathroom nfter one of
my roommates' shaved their backs,
because thoso guys are just really hairy
and stinky," Freedman said,
"Renlly bad smell. If a skunk in the
woods ran out and sprayed a moose and
the moose ran and rollpd on your couch/
your couch would smell like this beer," Nowak said.
"At first [the Moosohead] tasted like it smellcd,
then It happily got better," Richardson said,
• "Seriously, the Moosehcad smells like nn open
sewage pipe, but for some reason it Is very tasty. It's
a guilty pleasure, like getting your roommates drunk,
slapping them around, eating their food and hooking
up with their innocent younger sisters," Freedman
said.
"tastes just like Rolling Rock, only Canadian, and
It doesn't quite rock or roll; It's the Bryan Adams of
beers," Freedman said.
"I hnto Rolling Rock. But It Is Canadian , which is
cool," Nowak said. "It Is sweet like the Boozehounds '
6-2 victory over Bowdoin."
"The Moosehcad Is pretty good, but It tastes neither like a moose nor a hcnd.„a stranger tostc—best
thing to come from Canada since Bryan Adams,"

Newberry snld.
J.
In n final tally of 3-2 the Molson Canadian nnr-j !
rowly beot out the Moosehcad. It seems that it wasj !
difficult for some to get over the disappointing smell,':
of the Moosohead to better appreciate the beer.
!j
"Despite the fact that I've had No. 2s that hnv#
smelt bettor, this beer [the Moosohend] tastes liken,';
beer ought to—n bit strong but drinkable enough fprj ;
me to have a handful and not think twice," Clvleljoj ;
snld. "It makes me feel like I just played 18 and nmj
going lo spend some quality time In the clubhouse,",!
"Didn't reall y like the Moosehcad, Opening smell;
got me off my gnmc and the taste didn't overcome;
that first Impression," Richardson said.
< •; _
"I like Cnnnda. I like things from Canada. Those; ;
Canucks, thoy did It right this time," Nownk snld.;
"Canada knows hockey. They know beer, I like it,1
ch?"
¦
¦
¦
,..••
¦
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Sweet Justice: Oh, how the tables have turned
•

F aculty art exhibit allows students to judge their p rofessors ' wor k
By DANIELLE O'STEEN

STAFF WRITER

"Certain Conversations Amongst the Others," 2002, acry lic by
Associate Professor of Art Scott Reed is on display at the Colby
College Museum of Art.

^^^^^^^^^

It is sweet justice to put the judge
on the stand and see what he or she is
made of. At Colby, for stu dents who
toil away for hours on end in the studio only to have their professors criticize their work, the fall faculty exhibit is an opportunity to turn tlie tables
and seeif professors have any right to
judge.
Courageously, faculty members
are displaying their paintings and
prints, their photographs and sculpture, for students to determine if their
use of negative space is astute or their
selection of medium is appropriate.
In short, to determine whether Colby
professors are any good at art. • ;
The exhibit has proven what most
already knew in. the back of their
minds: Colby professors know what
they're talking about.
The Department of Art Faculty
Exhibition, now on display until Dec.
22, is full of illuminating pieces that
make the viewer appreciate the talent
of Associate Professor of Art Bevin
Engman, Professor of Art Harriett
Matthews, Professor of Art Emeritus
Abbott Meader, AssistantProfessor of
Art Garry Mitchell, Visiting Assistant
Professor of Art Dee Peppe and
Associate Professor of Art Scott Reed.
Upon entering the exhibit,
Mitchell's paintings, which he links
together with reoccurring shape
themes, are noticed instantly. He creates another connection between the
worksby forming color relationships.
The viewer nex t encoun ters a
series of pastel drawings by Meader.
The pieces, which show Meader's
comfort and skill in using pastels,

depict wild forest scenes and more
composed settings like "The Morning
Yard" (2002), while simultaneously
conveying his understanding of color
and composition.
Engman's still-life paintings investigate aspects of perception. She portrays this idea by pointing out the
shadows that occur between objects
like in "Balancing Echoes" (2002) and
with the depiction of transparent
materials in "Glass Series: Luminous
Blind Spot."
Reed's works are a credit to his
printmaking and painting abilities.
His prints range from playful works
like "Antelope" (2002) to more c6ntrolled piecessu ch as"Dos Amigos1"
and "Dos Amigos 2" (2002) and finally to abstract work like "Round Balls"
(2002). He also has two large paintings on display.
Matthews presents two sculptures
with imagery that originates from her
time spent in Greece. For example,
"Travel Piece tt" (2002) shows the
relationship between Maine and
Greece with a ground plan of her
house at the base and a representation of Greek forms on the top section. Through the use of abstract
imagery,Matthews creates interesting
tension.
Peppe exhibits a series of untitled
black and white photographs that
suggest an interest in capturing
human forms in their environmentby
using people or clothing as the subject. The works create interesting
compositions. Her photographs are
from Europe, Central America and
the United States.
The exhibition is def initely worth
a visit to put into perspective the talent of Colby's professors.

DINNER THEATER. A f e ap tof
"Fools " and f o w al f i r s tf o rColby

BRAD SEYMOUR/THE COLBY ECHO :,

The cast of "Fools " put on a delicious show Saturday,Nov.16.

Continued from Page 7
The idiocy is evident from the outset
as Snetsky (Jon Allen '03), a shepherd
who is looking for his two dozen
sheep ("There are fourteen of them!")
greets the schoolmaster and is so
thick he doesn't even know his own
first name.It was a chaEengeto determine how much of Allen's performance is actual acting versus real-life
dimness, but the audience gets a real
sense of stupidity through Allen.
As the play continu es, Tolchinsky
meets and falls in love with the beautiful daughter, Sophia Zubritsky
(Jeanine Duffy '03), of the local doctor (Lucas Thatcher '05) and conspiresto marry her and break the evil
curse that limits the townspeople.
Twible and Duffy sh are a romance
that transcends such insignificant
details as intelligence and the ability
to hold a rational conversation. Dr.

and Mrs. Zubritsky, played by_
Thatcher and Serena Josephs '04/'"
used expressions and gesticulation^, *
to bring true humor and serenity to
their characters. Even Karli Jaffe '03;!!
who plays the cow, milks her perfor- __.
mance for all it is worth with several *-'1
enthusiastic "moos" as she is pulled^across the stage.
Director Holly Brown '04 utilized
the space within Cotter Union wonderfully and tackled the various limitations associatedwith th e space and
with dinner theater in general. Like a
professional, she managed to create ,. ^...
an atmosphere of overall comedic rt
:and culinary enjoyment. Lighting it-and sound were used sparingly yet
appropriately, and the exaggerated-!.»
costumes and props added to the ..:._ °
charm of the show. The interaction.. •:_
with the audience was good, and:,. '
Simon's hilarious one-liners were .«".
delivered flawlessly.

^S^ m^^^^g^^ X^^^^ ^^^ S Portraying cycles of violence:
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By MELV LADERA
A&E EDITOR

Colin Teevan's "Iph...," a radical adap tation of
Eurip ides' "Iphigeneia in Aulis" that combines elements of dance and poetry to explore cycles of violence
and cruelty, is set to run Nov. 21-23 in Strider Theater.
The play is set at the beginning of the Trojan War.The
curtains are pulled back to reveal King Agamemnon
(Jared Eggers '03) and his Greek army stranded on an
island. Agamemnon cannot continue his journey to Troy
unless he sacrifices his daughter Iphigeneia (Aimee
Lynn Jack '04) to the gods in exchange for steady winds.
Klytemnestra (Christina Wallace '03), Agamemnon's
wife and Iphegeneia's mother, contributes to the tension
that results from the difficult decisions which must be
made by the play's characters.
"We are very concerned with the cyclical nature of
Iph...concerned with cycles of violence," Assistant
Professor of Theater and Dance Laura Chakravarty Box,
director of the play, said.
Box researched cycles of domestic and national violence when considering how to portray the play's
themes. Euripipides' version of the events was a comPHOTO COURTESY OF COMMUNICATIONS
ment on the Peloponnesian Wars that occurred during Aimee Lynn J ack '0i stars in Teevan's "I ph..."
\
his lifetime. Teevan's version is a commentary on modis also some Japanese, Balkan and Georgian influence in
ern family relationships.
"What we are looking at is how it is possible to break the costume, dance and lighting schemes.
the cycles [of violence]," Box said. "We, are trying to
The cast has been rehearsing for 11weeks, averaging'
15 hours each week. Each cast member also has been
pose the question, not answer it."
Though the play is set in ancient Greece, both the text doing dramaturgical work for the show, Box said.
"They are brilliant. I am thrilled with all of them—I
and set design have been , modernized. Teevan also
modernized the language, writing in an Irish street am blessed with all of my cast," Box said. "I have nevef
dialect.
been so supported in terms of designs, resources and'
Aspects of set, costume and lighting come from student commitment—it is really quite moving,"
Greek and Irish influence, but Box also looked toward
Two of the student actors will be selected for the,
the East, A lot of the costume designs were greatly influ- Irene Ryan Scholarship for a chance to compete in the.
en ced by TUrkish and Asia Minor clothing styles. There American College Theater Festival in late January.
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'- SPCIUetT CN THE ACTS
H olly Brown '04 on entertainment

lty-JVlELVLADERA
A&E EDITOR
«•'

Solid laughs at the SPA BATTLE : New-

i* -"

" "When I was a little girl I always said I wanted to
by i>n actress," Holly Brown '04 said. After acting in
l.jgt school and here at Colby, Brown aspires to work
ir|,. lj.e professional entertainment industry.
|;Brown, a double major in English and theater and
dfln cc, is involved in Colby's theater world. She is the
v($[pnarybehind Colby Dinner Theater, which opened
lag t weekend, and she has been involved behind the
scenes in many Colby and Powder & Wig productions,
S^j e; has served as an assistant stage manager,
wjj itd robe manager, technical crew member, actor and
cllj .ti.clor, working in such productions as the One Acts
festival, "The Winter 's Tale," "The Moroni
Notebook," "The
L{wlng," Powder &
VVig's "Bedrooms tfj f I think [the
arid Corridors " and '
Theater
'.'Pjj nsso at the
Dep artment] is a wonLnffin Agile,"
Cn think [the
Tljcnlcr Department] derf ul group of very
isij ^wonderful group talented p eop le. It is
ortyry talented pcople£ Brown said. "It a cohesive f amily -like
is* ireohesiyc familylike- environment, environment, but we
bitt-we do lack fund . do lack f undIng 'nnd facilities."
& Brown 's crown- ing and f a c i l imPJP
ing accomplish— Holly Brown "04
ment was the preStudent
mtnlnlion of Colby
leaner
Theater/
wimcli Is set to occur every semester.
n "I always wonted to try and start , a new theater
experience nt Colby, nnd wc don't tend to delve In the
rillilni of modern comed y," Brown said. Colby's
Ttiuntcr nnd Dance Department tends to present

^^

By MELVLADERA

Tasmanian devil.
In the classic favorite "Party
Quirks," Jane Lee '06, Adrian
Colby Iinprov consistently kept the LaRochelle '04 and Mike Hildebrandt
audience bellowing witli laughter in '04 caused some quirky confusion for
the Joseph Family Spa lost Thursday, Alana, who portrayed the host of tlie
Nov. 14.
party. She wns supposed to figure out
Tlie troupe kicked off the show with her parlygoors various character roles
"the battle of the mcntalists," which by their physical attributes. One charmade fun of mentolist Craig Knrgcs acter was handcuffed to a hooker and
who recently performed at Colby,I did another hod a candy cane ns a best
not attend the Karges show and conse- friend, Alonn McGeehod some difficulquently did not understand all of the ty with determining the "quirks," but
references, but the enthusiasm of flie she was able to figure them out with a
performers was enough to grab my few hints (torn Wiley and Evan McGee,
attention,
who wero originally not involved in the
Highlights of the evening come skit,
Tlie closing skit "Eulogy," which
from the improv gomes "Telephone
Line," "Poet, Translator and Dancer," was a dedication to Soon Connory,
"Emotional Roller Coaster" and "Parly however, wns weaker than usual. It is
difficult to find humor in n funeral
Quirks."
and the troupe could have done
eulogy,
In "Telephone Lino," Mike Wiley
'03, Evan McGee '03 and Alnnn McGee more to develop It. It was not a great
'05 provided n lot of amusement. In this note to end.on, but overall the show
game, an adaptation of the childhood was a success,
It was great to see tho group's new
gome Telephone, one person cnncls a
story given to him by the audience, and talent. Lee hnd greatpoise and seemed
based on lhe first performance, n sec- truly comfortable on stage wilh hor
ond person enacts It for the noxt nnd so ultra-confident performances. Alana
on. At the end of the gome, tlie .final McGee was also very self-assured and
person hns to orally re-tell the story. enthusiastic; she clearly has n Hlllo of
The original story about Ben Franklin her older brother In her, Hildebrandt is
catching flic and being saved by Tom just plain hilarious,
"Hie now people worn great. It was
Cruise In India was terribly corrupted
into a story about a fisherman making on all around good time," Katie Slemp
sea gull repellent that turned him into a '05 said.
A&E EDITOR

tragedy and heavy drama more thon Hghthoartod
foll y, she said. .
While In middle school, Brown was cast In some of
her high school's productions. In hig h school, she hnd
a lending role in "Bye Bye Birdie," and was elected to
be the lender of her high school' s theater group, the
Rockland Theater Players, during her fi rst-year.
Brown will be studying abroad in London next
semester. While abroad , she will help the person
selected ' to direct next semester's Dinner Theater via
e-mhll nnd phone,
V
Brown plans to, got a master 's In media studies
after she graduates.
"M y dream is to work In film nnd television,"
Brown snld, "but wherever I go It will definitel y be in
the entertainment Industry."
%

.
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England bands
rock on
Continued from Page 7

„>,
ii t 'i

Middlebury 's Thickl y Settled ,,.comprlsed of Josh Flanagan, Rob,, ..
Buckley and Barry Tufts, experienced some technical difficulties;, ,
and had to stop in the middle of n
song to resolve the problem. Thoir ,,,.
drummcii.wns strong, but his drum .!,',
ming often drowned out the vocals,/1
"It was n good variety of,.-1
music—overall it was very success-;;-<
ful," Love/oy Comtnons rcpresenta- ¦
tlve Mary Biggins '05 sold.
*.•;
Lovejoy Commons loaders and
the Student Programming Board ,"
members organized the event. Each
band had about 20 minutes to show"^
thcir stuff to the crowd. The band
members determined the winner;
bands were not qllowed to vote for
themselves, First place received
$350, second place received $100,

-
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WINTER SPORTS PREVIEW
continued f romPmge iO

Women and men's squash ready to roll
By CLIFF WHITE
STAFF WRITER

•The game of squash—played by
two players equipped with lightweight rackets who take turns
smacking a deadened ball against a
wall inside a large room—can be
more easily understood when one
learns that it originated in a British
prison. In this light, the game can
be passed off as the brain child of
pent-up Britons going off the deep

Ultimately,

Vm not con
cerned about our
team record... I j ust
want everyone to
give 100 p ercentall
&¦& ¦

the time.

„,» .-»

JJ

— Sakhi Kahn
Squash Coach
end after too much bad food, rotten weather and the nonexistence
of effective dentistry.
, Today squash is played around
the world, with star players in both
the men ' and women's fields in
countries such as Egypt, Ireland,
Pakistan, Australia, Canada and
South Africa.

Colby has men and women's
varsity squash teams, and they are
both nationally ranked. Collegiate
squash has only one division. In
the men's division there are ,35
teams, and in the women's there
are 29. At the end of last season, the
Colby women were ranked 13th
and the men were ranked 17th.
"This is only my second season
as coach, so I'm relatively inexperienced," he said. "My biggest challenge is trying to get the players to
focus totally on squash. I want
everyone to have fun, but at the
same time I think that after the season is over everyone will feel better
with themselves after they've
given full commitment.
"Squash is very fitness-oriented.
If you can't keep up, you're in trouble, so fitness is a big part of our
training. Ultimately, I'm not concerned about our team record or
standings. I just want everyone to
give 100 percent all the time,"
Injuries have put a big dent in
the hopes of both teams. The
women's team suffered a loss
when Heather Finn '03 tore her
Achilles tendon, and Co-Captain
Robert Burton '03 is out for at least
the remainder of first semester
with a broken ankle. He was scheduled to play in the No. 2 spot, ri ght
behind normal No. 1 starter Rahul
Singh '03, who is also not playing
first semester for personal reasons.
"If it comes down to a 5-4

match, our top five starters will
need to step up. Without Rahul
and Rob, we're in a lot of trouble.
Fortunately,the bulk of our scheduled matches are in the second
semester and they are both expected back for second semester. Their
return will be a great relief for the
team," Khan said.
Collegiate squash is scored best
out of nine matches. The nine best
players on one team face off, oneon-one, versus the best nine of the
opposing team. Matches are best of
five games and are played to nine
points. A point can only be scored
on serve. The team that wins the
majority of the nine matches is the
winner.
For Colby's teams to do well
this season, according to Khan and
Assistant Coach Julie .Wienski,
younger players have to step up,
especially Todd Basnight '06 and
Emilie Slack '06. With their help,
Khan aims to take out Colby 's
main competition—Bates and
Bowdoin.
"I think we'll remain in the
same in the rankings and we'll be
able tp challenge Bates and
Bowdoin," Khan predicted. "But I
feel that because we have a
younger team that we will be able
to develop, we'll be more of a force
in coming years. It's all about
pushing limits —moving into
uncharted territory and becoming
better, more well-rounded players."

SUZANNE SKINNER/THE COLBY ECHO -

Sp ringfieldHig h, the I-p lay competitive football champions, bask in the g lory of their victory.

BASKETBALLSSeason opener at Colby tourney

. ., ;

SPORTS EDITOR

other guys a re pushing for you and training with you
every day," Jonathan Eck said.

^fj#» Team chemistry is huge.
We do a lot of team
activities in order to
encourage team
unity, and to f oster
team supp ort, jj ^y
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"Ifs really important to have teammates pushing for
Colby swimming will be in good shape f or the New you in practice, and to be competing and see that the
Englan d Small College Athletic Conference an d Nat ional entire side of the pool is Colby kids really urges you on,"
Collegiate Athletic Association championships in late Melin d a Williams '03 said.
February and early March.
"The team aspect is a wonderful dimension. It increasThe men's team finished 8th at last year's NESCAC es emotional focus in competition as well as motivation
Championship Meet and the women finished 7th, This and competitive spirit," Burton said.
year the women hope to land in the top f ive, and the men
Burton 's leadership should help the team hone their
are str iv ing for the top six
talents and meld together effectively.
according to Coach Tom Burton.
Burton is the driving factor behind the
Tlie Mules have all the eleMules' success. He was named the NESCAC
ments necessary for a strong finCoach of the Year for the 2001-02 season for
ish.
women's swimming and was awarded a
The men's team did not lose a
Certificate of Excellence by the American
single swimmer to gra duation,
Swim Coaches Association tlie same year.
and with the talent of three-time
"Our coach deserves a good amount of the
All-American Jonathan Eck '03,
credit for our ranking among the top of D III.
Nicholas
Walendziak
'04,
He really knows what he's doing and he realNicholas Battista '04 and Justin
ly cares about our efforts and our results. His
DuBois '05 thoy should be
commitment has been the primary factor in
ixtremely competitive.
our success," Jonathan Eck said,
"We expect big things," Eck
Because swimming is an endurance sport,
old.
¦
the Mules are already focusing on their final
— Jonathan Eck '03 meets. Meets during the course of the season
With the return of Kristan
iggetts '04, Laura Miller '05 and
Swim Team Member are more for team pride and training than for
Ul-NESCAC swimmers Allie
attaining an admirable record. Swimmers are
Dwycr '04 and Kristi Eck '05, the women's team will also not involved in playoffs or tournaments; their final times
inve a powerful showing despite the loss of Majorie at the NESCAC Champ ionship Meet arc the only source
3ither Award-winner Jessica Knight '02.
of their personal and team ranking.
*¦ Tlie strong bonds between the swimmers will also con"You can 't compete at your peak all season, you have
tribute to the Mules' success,
to build up endurance all season long/'Jonnthan Eck
"Team chemistry is huge. We do a lot of team activities said.
n order to encourage team unity, and to foster tenm sup"You train all season long with peaking at the
j ort. When you'ro busting your ass in n race nnd you feel NESCACs in mind. You have to hone your racing strateIke you're gonna get sick, it means a lot to know that 15 gies," Claiborne Smith '03 said.
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Swim team in good shape for season

a concussion she suffered during Williams at 6 p.m. and Plymoutg-j ;^
practice. The team is hopeful that 'State will-play St. Joseph's at 8 p.itK««
Belcher will be able to play when
The Mules will begin theirs;
they start their season at home in • NESCAC season in LewistonVi Y
the Colby Tournament Friday, Nov. against CBB rival Bates College';
22. The team will host Roger Thursday, Jan.' 9 at 7 p.m.
., ¦«
* . - -.

Aside from these goals, Coach
O'Brien stressed the need to stay
healthy. Unfortunately Belcher has
been out for about two weeks with

iBy DORI ELLOWITCH

By ERICA AYOTTE
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Continued from Page 10

Women's hockey takes on Trinity Bantams
First-year students will play a major role in the
. Mules' success.
"Last year we lost'four players: three forwards and
This season women's ice hockey looks to improve on
last year's 14-8-2 record and once again make the play- one defenseman. We will need someone to step up and
offs. With seasoned veterans returning, the Mules think I j #x: fill the role of a starting defenseman. We have a
number of talented backers both returnthe goal is within their reach.
¦"I feel like the team is definitely coming together as
3t ing and freshmen, and anyone of them
'£sL could be asked to fill that role," Coour first game is coming up. As the season goes along,
we're only going to get more accustomed to each &
|
p Captain Jill Young '03 said.
others' styles of play," Co-Captain
Christina
Dotchin
W
"Three first-years are going to see a
|
|
'04-said.
M
lot of ice time, especially as they get more
The New England Small College Athletic ^||
. comfortable and are able to be the players
' we recruited them for," Arcenas said.
Conference is the toughest Division III league for i!s|
women's ice hockey. The Mules need to remain _fiB_iflDotchin said, "Ifs so early in the season
foaisecL and determined throughout the"sea- jra Sra f
ifs hard to say what strengths and weakson if they hope to achieve any of their ,m&£m
ness are. Everybody on the team wants it
mm
goals.
bad enough. Ifs just a matter of playing
<m$^
'."Whoever shows up and wants to ¦j $$|p'
hard, with intensity, and maintaining comwin the game will win the game," gmf fi i*'
posure on the ice."
Assistant Coach Dan Arcenas said. j O r
i
The Mules start the season Nov. 22 and
"Our three toughest games are
23 with home games against Trinity
against Middlebury, Williams and Bowdoin. We pla)
College and Wesleyan University.
each team twiceand have had problems with them iri
Last year, Colby beat Trinity,'4-0,in both the
the past, but hopefully this year we can take our close: home and the away games, and Wesleyan, 4-1 at home
games to a whole new level with wins," Co-Captairi and 6-0 away. The Mules hope to repeat their perforLauren Gremelspacher '03 said.
mance this weekend.

. Z

Mules g@t ready to turn up the hemt this vwmi&r seas on
Men's hockey combines young talent with experience Women's basketball hopes
to return to winning ways
¦g *g *We need to
year's highest-scoring defenseman; Nicholas Meintel '04.
Goalkeeper Christopher Ries '05
started in 14 games and earned a
save percentage of 0.881. .
"Having talented younger
players on offense and upperclassmen on:defense helps to ere-,
ate a balance between the classes.
It brings the team closer together,
and in the future the team won't
have many holes to fill in the lineup," Barton said.
"We have good depth at
defense, and Ries solidified himas one of the top goalies in
— Jim. Tortorella self
NESCAC," Tortorella said.
Men's Ice Hockey Coach
The team's greatest asset is
their ability to play cohesively.
"Our guys understand that chemistry is ju st as important as how
they play on the ice individually," Tortorella said.
"There are players of all different backgrounds, personalities and
ages, but all of those differences melt away so that whaf s left is a group
of guys whose loyalty to each other makes us a closer team," O'Grady
said. "We make a point at the beginning of each year to ensure that.the
closeness of our team is centered around common team goals and interests. We work hard to develop an atmosphere where everyone has an
integral role in determining the success of our season."
"We're all team players; we're not looking for individual glory,"
Barton said.
"We need to get better every practice, every game and every shift,"
Tortorella said. "We will be in playoff contention, but we need to play
our best hockey in February."
Colby men's hockey begins their season on the road Nov. 22 versus
New England College and Nov. 23 versus St. Anselm College.
"It's easier being on the road—there are no other distractions and the
coaches really organize out time," Barton said.
Last season the Mules defeated New England 5-3 and crushed St.
Anselm 8-2. Although these are not NESCAC games, their outcome
determines standing within the Eastern College Athletic Conference.
The Mules have their first home game Deal in an exhibition against
the USA under-18 national team before heading off to Bowdoin College
to face their archrivals Dec. 3.

• g et better
every p ractice
, every
game, and every
shif t. We will be in
p l ay of fcontention,
but we need to p lay
our best
JPJF
hockey.
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Goaltender Chris Ries '05 makes a save last season.

By ERICA AYOTTE
SPORTS EDITOR

Men's ice hockey is ready to avenge last season's New England
Small College Athletic Conference tournament quarterfinal loss to
Middlebury. The Mules were 15-7-3 last season in one of the toughest
conferences in Division III hockey.
"There aren't any soft games on our schedule/' Head Coach Jim
Tortorella said. "One of the highlights of the year was that we played
as a team, and I was pleased how we played down the stretch," he
said.
The team graduated several key forwards and Tortorella expects
"the junior forwards to step it up this year." Experienced players, in
conjunction with a talented sophomore class including last year 's leading goal scorer, Nicholas Bayley '05, will head the offense.
The defensive line retained most of its impact players, including
Co-Captains Sean O'Grad y '03 and Brock Barton '03, as well as last

By ZACH RUSSEM
STAFF WRITER .

After winning the Eastern
College Athletic Conference
Championship two years ago, the
Colby women's basketball team
had a disappointing season last
year. The Mules finished in 5th
place in the New England Small
College Athletic Conference (5-5)
with an 11-14 overall record .
With a fresh crop of talented
first-year students and many seasoned veterans returning, anything can happen this year.
"We want to win the conference, but we know that we will
have to play some practically perfect games to do that so we are
stressing fundamentals in practice," Captain Sarah Walsh '03
said.
Bianca
Belcher '03 and
Christine O'Donnell '03 complete
the captain triad. Last season
Walsh and Belcher were honored
with team co-MVP awards for the
second year in a row. Walsh led
the team in scoring and rebounding, led the NESCAC in steals and
was named to the All-NESCAC
second team.
Belcher hopes to. continue her
outstanding play at point guard
by controlling the game, conducting the offense and helping to
maintain the Mules' spirit and
intensity on the court.
O'Donnell represents a differ-

ent component of the tri-captainforce that opponents will struggle
to contain. The tenacious defenders
received, the "Ultimate Teammate^
Award" last season. If Walsh's^
skill. Belcher 's leadership and
O'Donnell's heart
can rub off on the _4S_S_te.
team's younger. \
players, then the
2002-2003 sea- - A
son should be ML
a great sue- ^|
cess.
Returning for
her eighth year at
Coach
Colby,
Patricia O'Brien
said the whole
team must con- j
tribute for the
Mules to win in
the competitive
NESCAC league.
"The freshman i
will have to step J
up and play %
away, aiiu.
and ||
ri
rignt
£.--«^
;
,<;.;<
ght away,
the veterans will have to step up
and be leaders," O'Brien said.
The team will have to improve
their fundamentals. Last year they
were second to last in the league
free-throw percentage.
"We are pretty young and are
in the process of teaching some
basic concepts to the freshman
during practice," Walsh said.
i

Continued on Page 9

Whitmore hopes young basketball team can put Mules back on top
By ZACH RUSSEM

. STAFF WRITER

After failing to make the New England Small College Athletic Conference
playoffs during the 2001-2002 season, Colby men's basketball looks to
returning Coach Richard Whitmore to get the program back on the winning
track.
The 2001-2002 Mules started the season well at 5-1, but could not maintain their momentum when conference play began in January. The Mules
finished 7th in the NESCAC (3-6) and out off the playoff picture. With an
interim coach while Whitmore was on sabbatical, the Mules had difficulty
'
during the 2001-2002 season.
Damien Strahorn '02 led the team on the court. The Mules will sorely
miss Strahorn and two other members of the class of 2002. Despite the abundance of recruits, Strahorn will be irreplaceable. Strahorn led the team in
scoring and rebounding while being named firs t team All-NESCAC, first

son if he continues to develop his game. Loukes had an outstanding sopho- team All-New England and first team All-Maine.
The return of Whitmore will have a great impact on the team this season. more year in which he led the team in assists and steals and was second on
This will be Whitmore's 32nd season as the head coach of the Colby men's the team in both scoring and rebounding.
. The Mules start their season Nov. 22 with the State of Maine Tournament
basketball program, Whitmore has compiled a 525^36 record and was
inducted into the Maine Sports Hall of Fame in 1998. T.J. Maines '95 and . at St. Joseph's College, where they will face Husson College at 5 p,m. The
John "Swisher" Mitchell will join Whitmore on the sidelines.This is John Mules' first home game will be Tuesday,Nov, 26 at 4 p.m. against Babson
"Swisher" Mitchell's 38th season coaching the team.
College. The Colby men's basketball NESCAC season does not begin until
Whitmore believes the team's success will rest on the three uppcrclass- Saturday, Jan. 11at 3 p.m. when the Mules will host CBB rival Bates College.
men embracing their leadershi p roles and the speedy improvement of the
underclassmen, especially the first-year students. There is a lot of pressure
on the two junior captains to set an example for first-years and lead the team
this year, he said.
"It is a great honor, but it comes with a lot of responsibility. I will just try
to work hard and do my best to set an example for the younger players," CoCaptain Matt Forlizzi '04 said.
Co-Captain Nick Loukes '04 will likely be the Mules best player this sea-

Turn to Page 9 f o rthe
squash , swimmingand
women's hockeypreviews.

An unnatural start to a promising season Cross-countr y ends on positive not
t.

Two runners headed to Nationals

" »y JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
.- '..EDITOR IN CHIEF
I There was no snow anywhere
{during the three-hour drive from
jVaterville to Bethel, so it was no surprise that when the Mahoosucs
pame into v iew thoy were br own ,
. but for 10 mysterious swaths of
;j vhite,
-; It seemed unnatural to be skiing
last Saturday at Sunday River largely because there was no natural
«now.
Although it had snowed dur;
- 3ng the week of Nov. 3, all of it mclt"ed during a warm spoil the following week, leaving noth ing by Nov,
!l6.
" For the past three years Sunday
River has opened during the week of
JNov. 10, but this year warmer temperatures forced them to p ostpone,
Having been mode to wnit still
. another week to get the slopes open ,
Sunday River hnd the snow blowers
.running overtime when the temperj iluros fell bclow freezing to build up
i. sklnblo base.
j By Nov. 16, Sunday River
claimed to hove 10 trails open, but it
wns more like three or four. South
Rldgo, American Express, Cascades
'nnd Ecstasy woro nil groomed nnd
four lifts wore running. The condi'tions were vnrlnblo , Under the snow
.'guns It wns dust on crust, while In
Tether plnces It wns hnrd prick.
,; But It wns opening dny, nnd we
'wore'thankful to bo skiing nt nil , Tho
!Amex terrain park on Spruce Peak

By SUZANNE SKINNER

MANAGING EDITOR
i
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Sunday River's winter playground is open f o r the season,

hnd three mils, a roller nnd n spine, es. The Lonf will open Friday, Nov,
A decent sized tab letop wns under 22 with p lenty of snow on
construction nnd is sot to open this Bonrdwnlk, Sluice nnd Spillway ,
weekend.
Snowmnking Is continuing on
Pint li ght mnclo some of the tran- King's Landing nnd other trails as
sitions tough to see nnd the landing weather permits ,
on the spine wns a little hard , but
If you p lan to pick up your seaskiers nnd riders nllke wero throw- '¦ son pass this weekend be sure to
Ing down especially on thp kinked bring a letter from tho Registrar corrnll mldwny through tho pnrk.
„ tifying Hint you nro n full-time sluTho snowstorm Sunday, Nov. ,17 dent. At Sunday Rlvor thoy refused
brought n measly, two (o three inch- to give out passes ¦without a letter,
es of fresh snow to Sunday River, but Lonfors are usually more laid;
bil l Sugnrlonf reported 12 to 14 Inch- back,

The members of Colby 's crosscountry teams put their hearts and
souls Into last weekend's New
England Division III Championship
Meet. Finishing 7th and 12th
respectively, and each qualifying
one runner for the National Meet,
both the women nnd men's teams
finally fulfilled their potential nnd
proved that Colby cross-country is
competitive.
After a disappointing last place
finish at the New England Small
College
Athletic
Conference
Championship, the women's crosscountry team had their work cut
out for them. Seeded 12th coming
Into New Englnnds, the Mules
knew that they needed to start
strong and keep a steady pace
throug hout the wpo, Conch Debrn
Aitken said. They got .the job done ,
Cristlno Slsson '04 led the pnek
for the first 300 yards with Mary
Phelps '04 and Knrlnn Johnson '05
close behind. Those three runners
finished In the top 35, earning AllDlvlslon III New England honors,
Phel ps earned a ,bid to Nntlonnls
with her 19th-plnco finish.
"I would like to see her finish in
the top 50, 1 think that's a really
realistic goal," Aitken said of
Phelps. "Never throw out the possibility of finishing in the top 35

which is All-American."
The Mules finished 7th overall,
"We absolutely ast on i she d
everyone," Aitken said. "I think we
finally showed the rest of New
Eng land that we really do have a
strong team."
Nathaniel Brown '04 will be join ing Phelps at Nationals. This is the
third year Brown has run i n the
meet.
"I'm def initely looking to amend
those past .mistakes and have a
quality race nt Nationals," Brown
said, "My goal would be to finish in
the top 50 and if I hnvc a really good
day, who knows."
The men's cross-country team
did not rench their gonl of finishing
in tho top 10 at New Englands. It
was a dny of personal , triumphs,
however. Five of the top seven harriers set lifetime personal best
records,
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"You can 't ask them to do bette
than run a personal best/' . Coac
James Wescott said. "To leave a see
son on a positive note like that i
what you work all summer and id
for."
Wescott and A i tken feel that th
cross-country program at Colby en
onl y get stronger. The past thre
years, Wescott's team has been rela
lively young. In endurance sporl
age matters , Wescott snld, Ne>
year, with a strong nucleus of ser
soncd seniors, the Mules shoul
step up and run at a whole ne.
level, Wescott predicts Brown wi
earn All-Americnn Honors.
"Wc know for us to mnke a jum
to the next competitive rcalin,
have to do some pretty goo
recruiting," Aitken said , "Thin?
nre looking pretty good, We def
ni lcly have quality student nthlctc
that want to come to Colby."

Women 'sto ice hockey!
works

return to

NESCAC
Championships
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